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Summary

I;ull scale testing of a symmetrical precast concrete beam-column connection has been carried

out to generate semi-rigid moment-rotation (M-<|>) data which may be compared with that
obtained using the component method. In this way the deformabilities of isolated, small seale

compression and tension joints, representing the bottom and top fibres of a full scale test, are
summed to generate M-cf) curves. The points where the stiffness of the full scale connection
changes, and the magnitude of the connection stiffness are faithfully reproduced by the

component method, but the ultimate test moment and rotation capacity are not. This is because

little redistribution of flexural stress is possible in isolated tests, and cracking is affected by the

presence of floor slabs in the full scale tests. Within these limitations the component method

prov ides a reasonable tool to generate M-iji data.

1. Background to Semi-rigid Connection Testing

Precast concrete skeletal frames are designed as braced, unbraced or partially braced

structures, in which the columns are usually continuous at the floor level connections, as

shown in Fig. 1, where a solid steel billet is awaiting a third beam at an internal connection
The majority of connections however are either single sided (at the edges of buildings) or
double sided (at interior columns), and these have formed the basis lor all the experimental
tests carried out to date. Precast connections are also distinguished between those which
include floor slabs (usually hollow cored units) spanning perpendicular to the plane of the
beam, and those which do not. In the former, the tie steel at the ends of the floor slabs are an
integral part of the stability ties required by most Codes of Practice, and form a vital
component of the connection.

Mahdi (1,2) established that the most common types of connection exhibit some degree of in-
plane flexural semi-rigidity. Values of strength, stiffness and (M-ij>) data have been given
previously (1). Of course, it rests with the design engineer to decide whether this information
justifies a semi-rigid frame design. However, the need to provide further M-i|> data, without
incurring the additional expense of testing, has led to the development of the so called
component method (3.4). Here M-i|i data are generated by superposition of individual (and
combined) actions within the connection. The component method is accepted in semi-rigid steel

connection analysis, and previous work by the authors (4) suggested that it might also be

feasible in precast concrete connections.
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&g. /. Three-way precast concrete billet type connector. Note the projecting interface

stirrups in the beams and the sleeves in the column to receive continuity tie steel.

This present work lakes the above a further step forward by determining the M-c|> eurves for a

double sided eonneetion, subjected to equal hogging moments and shear forces, by three

methods:
1. direct measurement by full scale testing (called 'Method 1 );

2. joint deformations measured and computed in a full scale test (called 'Method 2');

3. joint deformations measured in isolated tests and computed according to the

'Component Method*.

2. Full Scale Experimental Tests

2.1 Design of Test Specimens and Test Procedure

Details of the cruciform test assembly are given in Fig. 2. This is essentially a symmetrical

beam-column eonneetion. with proprietary slip lonned hollow cored floot slabs (supplied by

Bison Floors. UK). The length of the beams, and hence the position of the bending load P

(Fig. 2[ap, was selected to represent the point of eontraflexure in a uniformly distributed

loaded beam of about 12 m span. Assuming that the maximum bending moment is recorded at

the face of the column, the shear span / beam effective depth ratio for the load is 2365 / 450

5.25. The effective depth to the reinforcement is 500 - 50 450 mm.

The 200 kN vertical shear rated) beam - column connector is of the welded plate type,

comprising a 100 x 100 mm solid steel column billet (Figs. 1 and 3) fillet welded (20 mm leg

length x 80 mm long) to a 25 mm thick vertical plate east into the beam, lhe 100 mm gup at

the end of the beam was filled with 10 mm aggregate insitu concrete (nominal fc„ 40 N/mnT)

up to the top level ot the beam.
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Fig. 3. Construction of connector in laboratory.
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The precast floor slabs were concreted into position using 10 mm aggregate insitu concrete
(nominal ftu 30 N/mnv) after 12 mm diameter high tensile steel (T12, f, 460 N/min') tie

bars were placed into the 40 mm wide milled slots in the slabs. The nominal strengths for the

precast column and beams was fa, 40 N/mnv. Column reinforcement consisted of 4 no.
T25 main bars and T 12 links at 185 mm centres. Additional confinement links at 75 mm
centres were positioned adjacent to the billet. Beam reinforcement consisted of 4 no. T20 bars

in the top and bottom, with T10 links at 100 mm centres. Further details may be found in
reference 5.

The design moment of resistance of 235 kNm was determined using the concrete rectangular
stress block method and unfactored material stresses.

Loading was applied incrementally through hand operated hydraulic jacks (the intervals of
loading are evident in Fig. 6) and measured using 200 kN capacity electrical resistance load
cells. The beam deflections shown in Fig. 4 were measured using a number of linear
potentiometers attached to a rod which was bolted to the column. Thus, the relative rotation
and the shear deflection of the beam to the column was deduced from the plot of the deflection
shown in Fig. 4 for each increment of load (only selected values shown). Compressive
deformations 6,, in the bottom of the beam, and crack widths 0, in the top of the slab were
measured using pairs of linear potentiometers, one either side of the beam to cheek for out-of-
plane movements.

LVDT12 LVDT 14 Length of the beam (mm)

Pig. 4. Profiles of vertical beam deflections at selected values of applied bending moment.

2.2 Test Results

The M-ij) data presented in Fig. 5 are average values for the mean results obtained for both
Beams 1 and 2 (Fig. 2[a|). M„„, refers to the applied hogging bending moment at the face of the

column 2.365 P (kNm units). The relative rotation tj) refers to the total rotation of the beam
relative to the column, and was determined using two methods:-

Method 1. By measurement of the gradient of the vertical deflection vs distance curves in Fig.
4 over a distance of 300 mm from the face of the column. Shear deflections are thus
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eliminated. Fig. 4 also shows that the rotation in the joint region (up to 100 mm from the face
of the column) is approximately two-thirds of the total beam-column rotation.

Method 2. By the addition of horizontal joint deformations in the bottom (ô„) and top (ö,)
fibres of the connection divided by the total depth of the connection, i.e. (S„ + 6,) / 500
(mm units). This method assumes full shear interaction between the floor slab and the beam.
The data lbrv>Mand ft, are presented in Fig. 6. which shows that crack widths at the top of the
slab are some five times greater than the compressive deformations in the beam.

Fig. 5 shows the two methods are in exact agreement for M < 75 kNm, and within 10 per
cent of one another thereafter. This shows that, within the normal scatter in experimental work
of this type, either method may be used to generate M-(J> data, and is the first step towards the
validation of the component method.
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Fig. 5. Moment-rotation data obtained using three different methods.
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Pig. 7 shows the damaged area of the joint. (The notation refers to applied load P in kN.) A

circle has been drawn around the bottom right hand corner of the joint to indicate the extent of
the concrete compression zone and the final position of the neutral axis, i.e. about 100 mm

from the bottom of the beam. Horizontal bursting cracks are a clear indication ol uncontined

concrete compressive failure in the insitu concrete infill. A second horizontal crack occurs at

the level of the top surface of the solid steel billet, and is possibly indicative of local stress

concentrations there. The largest cracks are, as expected, at the column to joint interface.

These initiated at M 30 kNm, which coincides with the large reduction in stiffness seen in

Fig. 5, and may be interpreted as the point at which the section is cracked flexurally.

Fig. 7. Crack patterns in the vicinity of the connections in the full scale test.

3. Isolated Joint Tests

The compression zone in the bottom of the beam can be simplified as a pair of precast concrete

blocks of say 100 x 100 mm cross section, one representing the beam and the other the

column, joined together using a narrow strip of infill concrete of the same cross section and

thickness't' to represent the insitu infill. The shapes of the specimens are shown in Fig. 8,

with the infill concrete shaded. The top of the floor slab is represented by a single reinforced

concrete joint, containing 2 no. T25 bars subjected to flcxural tension. The design and testing

methods arc described in references 4 and 5. Data for ôxare being presented in reference 5 to

enable a direct measurement of tie force vs crack width to be made.

5U is a function of three parameters; i) the applied stress a; ii) the 'effective' Young's modulus

E„ of the concrete; and iii) the interface deformability X of the precast-insitu joint interface.

The expression in Fig. 8 gives Eccin terms of the Young's modulus for the precast and insitu

concretes, Et„ and E,,, respectively (determined experimentally from the solid specimens) and

lite number n of interfaces each of deformability X. The term 'x' is the distance over which Ecc

was determined (200 mm). Fig. 8 shows that if Ecp Ed, i.e. both concretes are the same, then

EJEt|, 1. The fact that it is not so is indicated by the reduction attributed to the effect of t/x
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(Eq,/E0- 1). A second reduction in Ea. is attributed to the joint(s) interface deforniability, i.e.
nÂEql/xCT. The small variation in E,c/Eq, with infill thickness t may be conservatively ignored
with the result that E(i./Eq, 0.5.

tlx

Fig. 8. Effective Young's modulus data in isolated compression tests.

Fig. 9 shows the variation in Â with applied axial stress a for the specimens shown in Fig. 8.

Although the deforniability of the 'dry' joint, i.e. two precast pieces with no intermediate
medium, is much greater than the 'cast' joints, it is the latter which is of interest to us. A mean
constant value for /Ja 0.003 mm per N/ntnT may be used without loss in accuracy.

Interface deformability X (mm)

Fig. 9. Variation ofjoint interface deformability per interface with applied axial stress in
isolated compression tests.
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4. Comparison of M-<|> Derived from Full Scale Tests and The

Component Method.

M-ij> data is derived from the component method as follows:
1. Using the tlexurally uncracked section properties Z„ of the beam and floor slab

(neglecting the welded plate connector), the compressive flexural stress ci in the

beam is determined for a given bending moment M, i.e. a M/Z„.
2. The compressive strain in the beam e where is given in bigs. 8 and 9.

Compressive deformation 8„ is determined over a gauge length of 180 mm.
3. The tie force in the top steel is equated to the total compression force in the beam.

5, being determined directly from the aforementioned crack width test data.

4. Rotation <|> (ô„ + öT) / 500.
5. Repeat steps 1 to 4 using the tlexurally cracked section properties where the flexural

tensile stress in the concrete exceeded the limiting value. This point coincided with
the commencement of the first crack in the full scale test, i.e at M 30 kNm.

The results of this exercise are also shown in Fig. 5. The agreement with the full scale results
varies between +15 and -20 per cent of the moment. However, the maximum moment
achieved is only 160 kNm, i.e. two-thirds of the full scale test result, and the maximum
rotation is 4.4 mrad, less than half of that achieved in the full scale test. The post-cracking
stiffness of the connection in the full scale test is 38.5 kNm/mrad, whereas in the component
method it is approximately 33.0 kNm/mrad.

5. Discussion

In making comparisons between the M-(j> results obtained from the different methods there are
a number of important features in the behaviour of the full scale test worthy of further
discussion. These points are discussed in the context of gaining confidence in using the

component method, and to qualify some of the (inevitable) assumptions (in italics) made.

In the full scale test a transverse flexural crack was first observed at an applied bending
moment of 30 kNm (Fig. 7). This crack appeared at the column face and spread to the outer
edge of the hollow cored slab. The crack widths at this point were 0.019 and 0.017 nun on
either side of the column. Apart from one or two minor deviations in the results (see Fig. 5)
the behaviour was generally anticipated with non-linear behaviour commencing at about 80

per cent of the ultimate moment, i.e. 190 kNm. Signs of compressive concrete failure in the

bottom of the beam were evident.

Strains were also measured in the T25 tie bars in the full scale test. Because the bars were
continuous through the column and the loading was symmetrical Iheir anchorage was assured at
the column face. After the concrete in the tension zone failed to take any more tensile force,
these were then taken by the tie bars and this gave a rise in the steel strains. At the ultimate
moment two of the strain gauges recorded strains of 7000 pc and 5400 pc, indicating
significant yielding of the bars.

In generating the M-t|> data using the component method it is assumed that the strains are
transferred to the steel tie bars in the isolated joint test in the same manner as in the full scale

tests, even though the presence of the hollow core slabs will have an influence of this.
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Compressive deformations o„ (Fig. 6) were measured over a distance of 180 mm, i.e. 100 mm
joint plus 40 mm precast beam and column. The maximum concrete strain calculated from
these values is 0.0037, and being greater than 0.0035 ultimate strain at which concrete is

normally assumed to fail explains the onset of failure at M 240 kNm. It is important to note
that the compressive concrete strain obtained from the strain gauges in the beams near to the

joint zone at failure was 0.00347. The maximum moment achieved by the component method
was 160 kNm, and the limiting rotation was 4.4 mrad. The failure was due to concrete
crushing failure in the isolated compression tests (Fig. 8).

In the isolated tests it is impossible for strains to exceed the uniaxial limit and therefore no
redistribution of stress is possible in the component method.

A good agreement was obtained between the rotations derived from Methods 1 and 2. At no
point do the rotations differ by more than 0.4 mrads. Horizontal deformations at the top of the
beam were in linear registration with ö, and ö„, showing that the beam and slab were rotating
as a rigid block. These data also showed that the neutral axis for the llexurally cracked section
was near to the level of the welded plate connector.

In using the component method it may be assumed that plane sections remain plane, and that
full horizontal interface shear interaction between the beam and slabs is possible. It is not
necessary to include for the effects of the welded joint between the steel billet and narrow plate
as this point coincides with the neutral axis.

6. Conclusions

M-<|> joint data were obtained from full scale precast concrete beam - column connection tests
and compared with similar data generated using the component method. A two stage approach
was used to validate the component method for this particular type of precast concrete
connection:

Stage 1. True M-<|> data were obtained from vertical beam deflections measured
within 300 mm of the face of the column. These values were within 10 per
cent of those obtained by summating extreme fibre horizontal deformations.

Stage 2. M-<|> data were generated by summating horizontal deformations obtained
from isolated, small scale compression and tension joint tests.

In comparing the results obtained from the full scale tests and the component method, it is
noted that both concrete and tie steel uni-axial yield strains are exceeded in the former,
whereas this is not possible in the isolated tests. For this reason the full scale ultimate test
moment of 240 kNm and rotation capacity of 11 mrad are not achieved; the values being 160
kNm and 4.4 mrad, respectively. This is because no redistribution of stress is possible in
isolated tests, and cracking is affected by the presence of floor slabs in the full scale tests.
However, the points where the stiffness of the full scale connection changes, i.e. after the first
llexural crack at 30 kNm moment, and the magnitude of the stiffness are both faithfully
reproduced in the component method.

In conclusion it is such that, within the limitations described the component method provides a

reasonable tool to generate M-i|> data, and needs to be developed further.
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PREDICTION OF THE FLEXURAL RESISTANCE OF
BOLTED CONNECTIONS WITH ANGLES

C. Faella, V. Piluso, G. Rizzano
Department of Civil Engineering. University of Salerno. Italy

Summary
A new procedure for evaluating the flexural resistance of top and seat angle connections
including web angles is presented in this paper. The main feature of the proposed procedure
is its ability to account for ail joint components, without any preliminary assumption
concerning the failure mode. Therefore, it can be well inserted within the framework of Annex
J of Eurocode 3 which, up-to-now. do not include this very common beam-lo-column joint
typology. The reliability of the proposed procedure is confirmed by a wide comparison with
available experimental data.

1. Introduction
The procedures for evaluating the rotational behaviour of beam-to-column joints have been
recently codified in Eurocode 3 with its Annex J [IJ, where the component method is developed

with reference to the most common joint typologies: welded connections, bolted end
plate connections and top and seat angle connections. The case of connections including
web angles is, up-to-now, not included in Annex J, perhaps due to the additional difficulties
arising with this connection typology as soon as all joint components are accounted for. In
fact, even though simplified methods have been already developed for evaluating the
rotational behaviour of connections with angles [2,3,4], these models refer to the behaviour of
the connection only rather than to the joint as a whole, including the significant influence of
the column components. In addition, the influence of some connection components is
neglected. The case of bolted connections with angles becomes even more complex than the
case of bolted end plate connections as soon as the interaction with the column components
is accounted for.

The aim of this paper is to propose a comprehensive procedure to evaluate the flexural
resistance of bolted connections with angles. The innovative feature of the proposed procedure

is its ability to include all joint components without any preliminary assumption regarding
the failure mode. In addition, it can be well inserted within the framework of Annex J

covering the corresponding gap in modern European code. Studies to extend the procedure
to the prediction of the joint rotational stiffness are currently in progress aiming at the
complete development of the component approach also for this very common joint typology.

2. Prediction of the flexural resistance of connections with angles
The Annnex J methodology for evaluating the joint flexural resistance can be extended to

the case of connections with top and seat angles including also web angles considering that
the contribution of web angles to the overall joint resistance can be determined through a
procedure similar to that adopted, within the codified approach, for evaluating the flexural

• resistance of extended end plate connections.
The bolt rows in tension are defined as those connecting the top and web angles to the

column flange. The first bolt row is the one connecting the leg of the top angle adjacent to
the column Hange. The second bolt row and subsequent ones arc those connecting the web
angles to the column (lange, starting from the upper bolt row.

For each bolt row the effective design resistance has to be computed as the smallest
design resistance of the basic components. The basic components involved in the evaluation
of the joint flexural resistance, according to Annex J provisions, are: column web panel in
shear, column web in compression, beam (lange and web in compression, column flange in
bending, column web in tension, beam web in tension, flange cleat in bending, bolts in
tension, bolts in shear, bolts in bearing, plate in tension (top angle), plate in compression
(seat angle).

The resistance of some of these components is independent of the bolt rows connected to
the column flange and, therefore, they represent only a limitation to the overall design rcsi-
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Fig. 1 - Proposed procedure lor evaluating the joint llcxural resistance

stance of holt rows in tension. This is the case of the column web panel in shear V,the
column web in compression F,.„., Ä,/, the beam flange and web in compression F, the
bolts in shear connecting the seat angle to the beam flange F,the bolts in bearing both
with reference to the compressed beam flange FhjbM and to the seat angle /•},and
finally the plate in compression (scat angle) Fc.,

On the contrary, the resistance of the remaining components is involved in the evaluation
of the design tension resistance of the individual boll rows considered both as a single bolt
row and as belonging to a bolt group. This is the case of the column flange in bending
(including bolts in tension) /"„./, /(,/ (being i the boll row index), the column web in tension
Fii.m.iu, the beam web in tension F,mm, the top angle in bending (including bolts in
tension) F,i.,the web angle in bending (including bolLs in tension) F,the bolts in shear
connecting the lop angle F,-\m and the web angle F,;.r,/ with the column flange, the bolts in

.bearing (with reference to the beam tension flange F/,//,«,/, to the top angle plate F/,and
to the web angle plate Fhi R,i) and, finally, the plate in tension (top angle) F,

Starting from the first bolt row, the proposed procedure evaluates the design tension
resistance F,of each bolt row as the minimum values of the resistance of its basic component

(Fig.l) considering also the limitations, due to the components independent of the bolt
rows, to the resistance of any bolt group constituted by the i-th bolt row and one or more
bolt rows. The contribution of each bolt row to the design moment resistance of the joint is
obtained multipling F,,.r,i with the distance /;, between the i-th bolt row and the centre of
compression which is located at mid-thickness of the seat angle adjacent to the beam flange.

The numerical procedure for evaluating the joint resistance is described, step by slop, in
the Appendix given at the end of this paper.

The strength of the joint components, excluding the resistance of the web angles in
bending (F„„„/(,, which is analysed in the next section) and the lop angle in bending (F,|.
which is discussed in the section 4) are determined according the Annex J. In addition,
exception is made with reference to the column web panel in shear and column web in
compression whose design resistance is evaluated according to the suggestions given by the
authors in previous works [5,6].

1(4+3+2+1) we R(
F 1(4+3+2) we.Rif
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3. Design resistance of web angle in bending
The contribution of the web angles can be computed according to the model developed by
Chen ct al.[2.3,4J. This model is based on the following assumptions: a) the collapse mechanism

of the web angle involves all its height; b) the Trcsca's yield criterion combined with
the Drucker shear-moment interaction is considered.

Thcicl'orc, the plastic shear force distribution V,„ along the height of the web angle
can be obtained by solving the following fourth-order equation:

(I)
V„, ht a V/,

l

where s'v represents the distance between the two plastic
b.i

Fig. 2 - Joint geometrical parameters

stance due to double web angles is given by:

2 v,mck

hinges, developed in the web angle
leg attached to the
column flange, measured
at the distance v from
the lower edge of the
web angle and /,V(l is the
web angle tickncss
(Fig.2).

The solution of eq.( l)
can be obtained through
a numerical procedure.

a Therefore, in order to
simplily the procedure,
Chen el al. propose to
assume a linear distribution

of the plastic shear,
as shown in Fig.3. and
to locate the overall plastic

shear V,„, of the
web angle in the
corresponding baryccntre.
Therefore, the contribution

to the flexural resi-

(2)

where c/4 is the distance between the point of application of Vl>a and the centre of compression.

An alternative method, which leads to a closed form solution, can be proposed starting
front an approximate moment-shear interaction based on the assumption that the external
fibres withstand the bending moment, while the internal ones are subjected to shear stress
only. In this case, the application of the Hencky's yield criterion leads to the following
relationship:

V,
111 + -L-&-

V3 t„„
Vn-

v,„

which has the positive solution:

(3)

(4)

l_
jI/2

a + 3 - a -*

where a s'max/A (Fig.2).
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In this case, the overall plastic shear force due to the web angle V,„, can be obtained by
integrating V;„ over the entire height L»„ of the web angle:

s/Jln 3 43 In [V oT+3 + a ] 43 Va2+ 3
+ t—: 1 +Vpu

43 a
4 a 2 a

/.»„ V,,
(5)

In addition the distance between the overall plastic shear force, due to the web angle, and
its lower edge is given by:

f Vpy y </.V

tip
4 Lmt L(oC + 3) a -343]

T V,„ dy
3 a j 2 [ 3 ln( V or + 3 + a) + a (V a" + 3 - a) J - In 27]

(6)

In order to predict the web angle design resistance through a procedure based on the
T-stub model adopted by
Annex J, an approximate
distribution of the plastic
shear forces (Fig.3) can
be considered. To this
scope, the effective length
l,ff of each bolt row can
be defined as suggested in
Table 1. According to the
above distribution, the
contribution of each bolt
row is computed as

W VpyJ (where Vis
given by equation (4)
considering the location y, of
the i-th bolt row).
Furthermore, with reference
to an equivalent T-stub
failing according to the
flange complete yielding
mode [IJ, the above resi-

Approximate Chen model

Chen model (eq. 1)

Adopted plastic distribution

Proposed model teq. 4)

Fig. 3 • Plaslic shear of the weh angle

stance of the single bolt row corresponds to assume that the resistance of a couple of web
angles (2 Vpyj len) is equivalent, for each bolt row, to that of a T-stub 4 M,,im/iiu' with the

parameter hi / given by:
3 t, (7)

HI i -
-
/ \

2

a j1- + 3
L>wd

V

1/2

- a y i

L«,i

Therefore, within the framework of Annex J approach, the design resistance of the single
bolt row of double web angles can be computed as the smallest value among three
possible failure modes:
Mode I: complete yielding of angle legs

4 Mfii.Rd (8)
Fi I wtl.Rtl

HI,

where Mpi.Rd is the plastic moment of the web angle plate with the effective length given in
Table 1 and hi' defined according to equation (7).
Mode 2: bolt failure with angle leg yielding
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Tab. 1 - Effective length for web angles

Bull row considered individually Boll row considered as part
of a holt-groupcircular pan em Kn,r olher patterns

Boll row adjacent lo the upper edge of
Ihe web angle

2 K III 4 m 4 1.25 e (1.5/' + e„H

tnnci boil row 2 Jt m 4 m F 1.25 e V

Boll tow adjacent lo the lower edge of
lire web angle

2 /i m 4 m *- 1.25 c 0 5 /> + t

Mpl.M + II ]£ß|.IM W

where Bi.Ril is the design tension resistance of a bolt-plate assembly, m is the distance
between the bolt axis and the plastic hinge, n is the distance between the bolt axis and the

prying force. Both m and n are defined according to Annex J 11].
Mode 3: boll failure

Fß.»;,M,l .Ii,I CO)

Obviously, in the case of single web angle connections the above contributions have to
be halved.

4. Contribution of the top angle in bending to the overall joint resistance

According to Annex J, the top angle can be modelled as an equivalent T-stub characterized

by l,ff 0.5b,„ where b„ is the length of the cleat, and m is the following geometrical
parameter:

m I,- ('„un - h - 0.8 /? for g <t, and m /, - em,„ - 'h for g> t, (11)

where g. h, e,nin, h. rt arc given in Fig.2.
Therefore, the contribution of the top angle to the joint flexural resistance can be obtained

as:

Fu„.Kd h I
1

provided that the weakest component for the first boll row is represented by the top angle in
bending. FuaM is the design resistance of the top angle computed through equations (8-10)
with the in parameter given by equation (11), assuming in this case /»/' /», and lit is the
distance between the bolt row axis of the top angle leg attached to the column Dange and
the centre of compression.

A different model for evaluating the flexural resistance of lop and seat angle connections
has been proposed by Chen et al. [2.3,4], This model is based on the complete yielding of
the cleat. The contribution of the top and seat angles to the connection Dexural resistance is
given by:

Mj.'iih M„, + M,„ + V,„ d2 (13)

where M„s is the plastic moment of the seat angle leg adjacent to the beam Dange, M,,t and
Vpt arc the combined plastic moment and shear force of the top angle leg adjacent to the
column Dange and di is the distance shown in Fig.2.

The main differences between the Chen model and the Annex J model are due to the fact
that the former considers also moment-shear plastic interaction. In addition, with reference
to the complete yielding failure mode, different definitions of the distance between the plastic

hinges are used. In fact, according to Chen model, the above distance is given by:
III I h ~ Ciiiin — df/2 — 1.5 ti — l~t 14)

(where d, is the bolt head diameter), while it is defined through the parameter m in Annex J

(11). It is evident that m and mc provide the upper and the lower bound, respectively, for
the distance between the plastic hinges in complete yielding failure mode.
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In order to evaluate the reliability of the models previously described, the avalaiblc
experimental results concerning top and scat angles with single/double web angle connections
have been analysed. In particular, 29 experimental results collected in the SCDB data Bank
[7] and in the Sericon data bank [8] have been considered. A first group of experimental
tests, due to Azizinamini et al. [9.10], provides the behaviour of top and scat angles with
double web angles connections (T-S-DW), while a second group of tests, due to Schleich et
al. [8], refers to top and seat angles with single web angle connections (T-S-SW).

The experimental flexural resistance of the joints has been conventionally assumed equal
to the experimental value of the M - (p curve corresponding to a secant stiffness equal to

K.r.,/3. where K<fJ is the initial rotational stiffness (the slope of the elastic reloading
branch of the M - (p curve, when it is not specified by the test authors). In addition, in order
to define for the moment-rotation curve predicted according to the Chen power model
[2,3,4] a knee (i.e. a design value) compatible with Annex J, the same procedure has been
applied considering the curve evaluated on the basis of the three parameters M„ and ;i
and by adopting for the shape factor ;i the values suggested in [II].

The influence of the m and m,_ parameters is evidenced in Table 2 and Figures 4a and 4b
by the comparison between the results obtained with the Chen model and those obtained
with the procedure previously described and by assuming an m definition compatible with
Annex J (11). Furthermore, in Table 3, the main statistical parameters of the ratio

between the predicted joint resistance MjRcI and the experimental one A7cxp are
shown, both with reference to the single groups of tests and with reference to all the available

experimental results (MiK,i defines the knee of the M - <p curve).
It is important to underline that generally the Chen model provides a slight ovcrestima-

tion of the design flexural resistance while the use of an m value compatible with Annex J

gives rise to an underestimation of the resistance.
The role of all joint components can be evidenced by comparing the results obtained for

the different groups of tests. In fact, the tests of Schleich et al. are characterized by the use
of the same angle both for the beam web-to-column flange connection and for the beam
flange-to-column flange connection. In addition, the angle thickness is very significant, as
the ratio between the column flange thickness and the angle thickness is close to 1.0 (Table
2). On the contrary, the tests of Azizinamini et al. have a small angle thickness compared to

Tab. 2 - Inriueiicc (if m parameter
N lesl CODE AUTHORS Joint type A/,,r

(kNm)
<Jhen mode! Model / .is 11 11 !L

/»,.A/„
(kNm)

At ,RJ
(kNm)

A1 ,RJ
Af..i»

A/*/
(kNm)

M) m
À/T

I HS I A/i/.inanimi el al
_

A/i/inamim et al
T-S-DW 30 39 38 .55 37 83 1.24 17.79 0 59 2,56

2 56
„2

1.712 8S2 T-S-DW 38 43 50 73 47 78 1 24 22 54 0 59
3 8S3 A/izin.unini cl al 1-S-DW 39 12 47 15 46 02 1.18 20 78 0 53 2 56 2 05
4 8S4 Azizinamini cl al T-S-DW 20 65 21 15 21.15 1.02 13.39 0 65 2 56 1 71
5 8S5 A/i/inainint cl al T-S DW 33 49 43 12 42 73 1 28 2! 82 0 65 2 56 1.71
6 8S6 Azi/mainmi et al T-S-DW 25 13 27 24 27.16 I 08 15 29 0 61 2 56 2 05
7 1 8S7 Azizinaintnt et al T-S-DW 40 50 35 56 35 30 0 87 18 59 0 46 2 56 1 71
8 8S8 A/i/tnamini cl al T-S-DW 36 36 40 86 39 41 1 08 1731 0 48 2 56 2 05
V 8S9 A7«7innjnini cl ai T-S-DW 35 28 52 80 45 88 1 30 21 93 0 62 2 56

2 56

1 71
1 2810 8SI0 A/i/inamim cl a! T-S-DW 44 21 76 64 39 19 0.89 35 43 0 80

n 14SI Azizinamini ct al. T-S-DW 63.20 81 78 78 15 1 24 41 47 0 66 3 60 _24(1_
1 80
2 40 _

_2_40_
_2A«_

1 80

12 I4S2 Azi/inuuuni ct .1! 1 S DW 87 45 168.17 153 83 1 76 80 05 0 92 3 60
13

14

..15

I4S.3 A/t/in;umm cl .4, DS-DW
I -S-DW

k T-S-DW

__6LAl__
h 221

71 15 6(i 53 1.02 35 84 — 0 55

_ 0 77

0 45

__3 60
_2 40_

3 60

14S4
14S5

A/J/.iimi I im LCLal
A/t/in;immt el al

10.3.80 98 85 L28
0.87

_59 19

40 3489 44 84 53 78 07
L6 I4S6 Azizinamini cl al i_l S-DW 89 30 1 _L33 Oïl 68 01 0 76 60 23 0.67 3.60
17 I4S8 A/i7inamnu cl al T-S-DW 1.31 40 178 32 91.18 0 69 88 31 0 67 3/>0 1.44
18 I4S9 Azizinainint et ai T-S-DW 99 17 133.01 68 01 0 69 60 23 0.61 3 60 1.80
19 103001 Schleich et al. T-S-SW 37 91 70 44 61 63 i 63 25 63 0 68 1 41 1.41
20 130002 Schleich cl al T-S-SW 47 92 82 88 42 38 0 88 29.96 '0 63 I 11 1 11

2! 103003 Schleich cl al
1

1

SA _43 99
60 01

107 27 54 85 1 25 36 96 0 84 1 41 1.41
1 1122 103004 Schleich cl al 123 02 62 91 1 05 43 94 0.73 I II

23 103005 Schleich cl ul T-S-SW 77 3 3 144 08 73 68 0 95 46 22 0 60 „UI
_l 41

1 M
1 41

J 41

I 41

J l L
1 41

24 103045 Schleich cl al r-s-sw 44 59 70 44 61 63 1 38

0 99
25 63
29 96 _
36 96

„0 57
__

_0_70
0.61

25 103046 Schleie hcial
Schleich ct al

T-S-SW
f-s sw

42 97
60 27

82 88__

107 27
42 38

26 103047 54 85 091
27 103048 Schleich cl al T-S-SW 36 00 123 02 62 9! 1.75 43 94 1 22 1.11 J II

-1 AL
1 11

28

20
103049 Schleich cl al T-S-SW 49 85 144 08

164 91

73 68 I 48 46 22 0 93 1 41
103050 Schleich ct al r s sw 62 27 84 33 1 35 55 10 0 88 1 II
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Tab. 3 - Statistical results ol the compaiison

Chen et al model Model wilh m a> 11

Average Standard

dcM.Uton

Average Standaid

deviation

A7i?in;unini el al 1 08 027 0 6t 0 12

Schleid» cl al 1 24 o to 0 76 0 19

1 otal 1 H 0 20 0 68 0 16

that of the column Hange. In particular, with reference to the web angle, the above mentioned
ratio ranges from 2.40 to 3.60.

As a consequence of the above geometrical features, the weakest component is given by
the angles (both top t.ia and web t.wa angles) in the specimens tested by Azizinammi et al.
On the contrary, a significant interaction between the column Hange (t.Je) and web angles
occurs in the tests of Schleich et al.

The proposed method can be improved provided that, with reference to the case of complete

yielding, a more appropriate value in' of the distance between the angle plastic hinges
is defined considetmg that the values proposed by Annex J and Chen represent the boundary
values of the variability range. The following definition of m* can be adopted:

m' m - \)/ cl,/2 +1,/2 + 0.2 (15)

where v|/ is a coefficient ranging from 0 to 1. Obviously, the 0 value corresponds to the
Annex J definition while the value 1.0 corresponds to the Chen model.

The m
*

parameter is used both with reference to the top angle and with reference to the
web angle. In the latter case in' defines the location of the yield line at the level of the
upper bolt row of the web angle (Eng.2).

The coefficient \|/ can be related to the ratio between the flexural stiffness of the angle
leg attached to the column Hange and the axial stiffness of the bolts connecting the angles to
the column. On the basis of the experimental tests of Azizinamini et al., which are characterized

by the collapse of top and web angles, the following relationship has been found:

Tat). 4 - Reliability of the piopuscd method including the coclllcicnl y
N

ICSI
ODE AUTHORS Me?

(kNtn)
nirlhnd

Collapse mode M\M
(kNm) (kNm)

3/RJ
(kNm)

Mm
A/„rrow row

->

row
1

row
4

lop web

__l

.t

8SI A/ri/inainim d al. 30 39 _Lta l.wa t.wa 0.86
0 63
0 86j

i.00 25J>3 9 05 34 68 I 14

8S.3
A/i7innnuni et al. .38 43 I ta_ l^wa t.00

1 00
30.36 1

34 17

8 40 38 76 Toi
A/izinjnrni et al. 39J2 l ta l.wa l.wa 7 54 41.71 1 07

4 8S4 A/i/inamini et al 20 65 1 (a 1 wa t wa 1 00j 11)0 8 84 10 72 19 56 0 95
5 8S5 A/.i/tnamini et a! 33 49 _t kc_

l la
I wa I wa 0H3_j 1 00 28 54 7 64 36 18

_25_97_
30 55

1 08

0 757
_ 8S6

857
858
HS9

A/i/inaitnni et al

Azi/m.unini et at

25 13

40 50
t wa t wa 1 00 1 00 15 76 10 21

9 14lia I wa i wa 0 83 00 21 41
8 A/i/tmunim et al

A/izinainini et al
_]6J6_

35 28
44 21

1 Ia__

_I4'3_

lia.

JA>

wa

1 wa 0 94
0 73

_L_oo
t 00

35 19

38 51
__

7 90
7 53

n 09 „
46 04

~
1 19
1.319

10

11

t wa
HS 10 Azizmainmi et al wa 0 25 1 (K) 41 91 7 39 49 30_j 1.12

I 0.5I4SI Azi/mamtni et_ai
A/i/mainim et al
Azi/maimm el a!

63 20
87 45
65 31

t la t wa i wa t wa 0 83 1.00

1.00

Lloo

43 87
84 11

22 47 i (»6 34
12 I4S2

|
1 la
t ta

t wa
t wa

wa l wa 0 J2 15 41 99 52 1 14
13

_jj_
16

_ 14S3_
I4S4

I wa t wa 0 83 4 3 87 15 33 59 20 0 91

A/iiiriJinmi et al 77 22

89 44
r 89 30

t ta t wa l wa t wa 0 83_
i>2LL
0 53

0 95
1.00

43 87 41 17 85 04 1 10
I4S.5 A7i/in;umni et al Ua__

1 (a

l wa i wa t wa J>0J>5

_Z2J 7

22 <2 7 .3 27 0 82
I4S6 _| A/t/inanntii et al. Lwa Lwa 1 wa 1.00 19 93 92 10 I 03

17 I4S8 Azizinamini el at 131 40 lia 1 wa -kWA.
J WiL t wa

0 00 1 00 80 20 14.15 94 35 3172
0 9318 I4S9 A7t7iiiainini et al. 99 17 J_ta_

J la
JLw»L

l wa
0 53 UX) 72 17 19.93 92 10

_L9_
20

JP300I
130002

Schleich el al. 37 9 t Uc 0,40 0 57 -2J 82 29 83

29 96
0 79
0 63
1.19

Schleich et al 47 92 (a i le t fc 0 00 0 17 27 87 _

21_
22

103003 Schleich et al 43 99 i ta 1 wa tfc 0 56 0 70 48 38 52 15

103004 Schleich el al 60 Ol l ta 1 fc t fi0 16 0 34 43 25 48 26 0 80
23

26
27

10 too s Schleich el al 77 3 3 t la t wa de 0 56 0 70 64 03 65 73 0 85
103045

I03046_
103047
103048

Schleich el al
Schleich et ai

44 59
42 97

I ta wa t fc 0 40 0 57 27 87 29 83 0 67

tu l h. tfc
rif<: — ooo_

0 ^6.
o 16

J) 17

21170.

0 34

27 87
48 38

29 96 0 70
0 87

1 34r 1 32

Schleid» el al 60 27 1 (a wa _52 J5
4 8 26Schleich el at 36 00 t ta t le tfc 43.25

28
29

103049 Schleich et al 49 85 t la t.wa I le 0 56 0 70 64 03 65 73
103050 Schleich et al 62 2' tu t fc l le - 0 16 0 35 57 19 60 59 0 97
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Chen el. a), mode! Proposed method

A/i/ui.iiiimi ci :it

cl nl

(a) <1>)
50 KM) 15« 21*1

M it|I 'kNn" (c)
Ml um 15« 2IHI

M,.,plkNlMI

Fir.4 - Reliability of different procedures lor predicting the flexural resistance

0 < \|/ 1.89-3.22 < 1
(16)

In Tab. 4 and fig. 4c, the comparison between the predicted values of the flexural
resistance evaluated with the proposed procedure including also the coefficient \\i. and the

experimental ones are shown.
A good degree of accuracy can be observed, as it is evidenced by the average value and

the standard deviation of MjK<i/M„v ratio (Tab.5). In particular, the check of the resistance
of all joint components has led to a good degree of approximation also with reference to the
tests of Schleich et al.

With reference to the cases in which the weakest component is represented by the top
and web angles, it is useful to underline that the contribution to the jo> tance of the
web angle is not negligible. In fact, this contribution ranges from 15% of the global
joint resistance with an average value equal to 26% as it can be notée able 4 where

the contributions to the joint flexural resistance M{/m and due to tue top and web
angles, respectively, are given.

5. Simplified procedure for evaluating the joint design resistance

Even though the advantages of a general procedure accounting for all joint components
have been clarified in the previous section, a simplified method could be adopted provided
that the joint resistance is governed by angles and, in addition, the bolts of the web angles
arc closely spaced to assure the failure as a bolt group rather than individually. In this case,
the design resistance of the web angle can be obtained as the minimun value given by
equation (5) and equations (9) and (10). where /,// /.„•„ has to assumed.

Moreover, it can be observed that the resistance corresponding to the first collapse mode,
given by equation (5) can be equivalently obtained by means of the T-Slub model (equation
(8)) provided that the following value of the parameter m' is adopted:

43 /„„ (17)
m =~

VTln 3 V3~ In [Vor+3 + a ] 43 4 az + 3

4 a 2a
Therefore, the joint design resistance can be evaluated by means of the following

relationship:

Mj.Rd - F„m It, + Fm.(18)where Ft,.Rd is the design resistance of the top angle evaluated according to the previous
section. Ftw.Rd is the design resistance of the web angle computed as the minimum value
given by the equations (8) (with m' given by eq. (17)), (9) and (10). In addition, the lever
arm /i„- of the web angle contribution is given by dp (equation (6)) plus the distance between
the lower edge of web angles and the center of compression (<Y|), when the complete yielding

of flange arises, or by the distance between the middle length of the weoTirrgle and the
centre of compression for collapse modes 2 and 3.
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Tub. 5 - Statistical results ol'the comparison between the predicted and experimental resistance

Proposed procedure

(all joint components)

Simplified ptoposed pioceduie

(top and weh angle components)

A\erage Standard deviation Avctagc Standard deviation

A/i/inannni el al. 1.02 0 15 .1)5 0.17

Schleich ci al. 0.92 0 25 1.51 0.37

l ot al 0 os 0 20 1 IS 0 29

In table 5. lite comparison be I ween the predicted values and the experimental ones of the
joint I'lexural resistance is given with reference to the main statistical parameters of the ratio
A/ j Rti/A/cx|i-

A good degree of approximation of the simplified method can be mainly observed with
reference to the Azizinamini el al. tests, which satisfy the basic hypotheses of the method.
This degree of accuracy, as expected, is comparable with the one obtained by the Chen
model. With respect to this, the proposed procedure presents further simplifications. In fact,
the use of the shear-moment interaction according to eq.(3) allows to compute in closed
form the overall shear force (5) and the corresponding location (6). due to the web angles.
Numerical procedures are required by the Chen model. In addition, even though .simplified,
also this approach can be considered within the framework of Annex J. However, it should
be underlined that a parametric analysis with the general method including all joint components

is necessary with the aim to provide the «a priori» knowledge of the validity range of
the simplified procedure.

6. Conclusion

The extension of the component method of Annex J to the case of connections with
angles, including web angles, has been proposed in this paper. The reliability of the suggested

procedure has been confirmed by the comparison with the available experimental tests
on this connection typology. The importance to account for all joint components has been
underlined considering tests from different authors, i.e. characterized by different geometrical

details. In addition, a simplified procedure has been also proposed. This procedure can
be applied provided that the web angles fail involving their full depth.
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APPENDIX
Willi icfeience u> Fig. I. I lu* proposed procédure can he performed by means of the following steps:

a) e\uluation of the design tension resistance of the first holt row {!',\ rj as the one of the weakest component:

//I H,I ~ min J Vwr R,I/\\. /•; /i,i, /', jh /?</ > f'\ MI Hii. f'h Mip Hit - /'*( .nip Rti. /'it /<• Kit -

i-'i I >1 « A'./ /•/1 i„ /ill /*", I Ril / h mp fill f 'h lb RJ I't hip Ril \ A. D

where F's a coefficient accounting for the mtluence of the actions, at the member ends, on the shear force in the panel
/one 111.

b) computation of the design tension resistance Ft2R,t of the second bolt row (i.e. the upper bolt row of the web angle)
ihtough the minimum value provided by the following limitations (A.2-A.5):

F,2r,i - min j Vvf>R,i/\\- Ft\ r,i Ft- „•< «,/ - Ft\ /?,/ Fr.fb.Rii - F,\.r,i /•',• u, r,i - Ft\Rj

Fb hip r,i - Fii R,j Ft s„p Rii - Ft\ Rii j (A.2)

which accounts loi (lie limitations to the resultant of the first (wo boll tows due to the web panel in shear, (he column
web in compression, the beam Hange and web in compression and the seat angle (in shear, bearing and compression);

/•/2K</ min I FtifcRd Fn\+2)jc./td - Ft\r,i j (A.3)

which lakes into account the limitations due to the column Hange in bending consideting the second bolt row both
individually and as constituting a boil group with the first boll row:

Ftînd nùn\ FtinrRj Fn\+2).w,.Rii~ Fi\.R,I \ (A.4)

which is a limitation similar to the previous one, but with reference to the column web in tension;

Ft2 Ril Uli n j hl «1 <i Rtl F\ 2 Rit FhlmipRtl Fb2.Mb.Ril Ft2.\uipR,l Ft2» hRil\ (A.5)

which considers the limitations due to the web angle in bending, the bolts in shear, the web angle plate in bearing, the
web beam in hearing, the web angle plate in tension and the web beam in tension.

c) evaluation of (he design resistance of the subsequent tension boll rows (i.e. that of the i-th bolt row F,iRti) as the
minimum value obtained from the following limitations (eq. A.6-A.I2):

«-I /-I
FnRii - min j V„it r,i/\\-% /•),#</ F, r,i - £ Fn.Rii f\ //, rj - /•',//?,/

»-I i-\ »-I

l\ m.Ril ~ X '</ *«' • '•'/' M ~ X F'l *>' • K'1 ~ X F'l *•' i

/-' i-l ri
which is similar to limitation (2). hut including all the holt rows above the i-llt one;

'•»«/ min
J

I'm. a,I I'mm-Du,r.i-I'ih-dr.i I'nim-])t-..i])fi- r.i - X
I Fl I

[ I

i'riRii-min j I'll it'«' R<t /'r(iHi-l))»rRil ~ hu\)li,l /'f(0(i--l)h. » I n I Rif ~ X
I /=I I

I

ItiR.I — mill I Im.-.iR.I I'Hi H/-III H'C Rtl ~ I'tyi-DRi! 7f(o(i-lH-. +1 ).w.i.Ril — X I'llR.I
I H

I'll Ril — Uli 11 j In a/. R.l IRH (i—1 ii'.i/i R.l IHt— i R.l I'tyi+ii-1 )r +1 » iij. R.l - X R'l j

r I I

I'llRcl-mill j ,I,R,I /",|i«i-l)).wi..R,i-l'i(i-[).R,l /v<i+<i-1 +1 J ../. «,/ — X
I Fl

hi RR ini 11 I l'n R.I Himh/iM I'b,... I'M I

d) computation of the design moment resistance M,rr of the bcam-to-column joint by means of the relationship:

A'/«./ X h< ^iiR'l
i=i

(A.6)

(A.7)

(A.8)

(A.9)

(A. 10)

(A.I I)

(A. 12)

(A. 13)

in which /i, is the distance between the i-th holt row and the centre of compression and r is the number of bolt rows in
tension.
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Summary

This paper presents a method of prediction the moment capacity of bcam-to-column minor-
axis joints, where the beam is directly connected to the web of an I section column, causing
bending about the minor-axis of the column section. The strength is limited by the formation
of plastic failure mechanisms in the column web. Several failure modes for bolted and welded
connections are discussed, and a design method based on yield line theory is proposed. The
method is also applicable to the design of connections between a beam and a RHS column.

1. Introduction

Fig. 1 shows some common types of beam-to-column minor-axis joints where the beam is

directly connected to the column web without stiffeners. The connection can be welded or
bolted using web cleats, flange cleats, flush end plates or extended end plates.

The revised Annex J T1 ] of the Eurocode 3 provides design rules for the evaluation of the
resistance of connecting elements (end plates, cleats, bolts) but it does not cover the common
case of failure due to the out-of-plane deformation of the column web.

Failure mechanisms of the column web are briefly described in this paper and it should be

emphasised that the same kind of mechanisms can be observed in the case of connections
between a beam and a rectangular hollow section (RHS) column, Fig. 2. These failure
mechanisms are divided into two main groups: Local and Global mechanisms, described
hereafter. A local failure means that the yield line pattern is localised only in the compression
zone or in the tension zone, Fig. 3, while in the global failure the yield line pattern involves
both compression and tension zones, Fig. 4.

The moment transmitted by the beam to the column web may be decomposed in a couple of
forces F acting in the compression and tension zones. Two different loading cases arc
analysed:
— Loading case I : the load F acts on a rigid rectangle with the dimensions b x c, Fig. 5, as

in the case of a welded connection where these dimensions arc defined by the perimeter of
the welds around the beam flange;

— Loading case 2: the load F is transmitted by one or more rows of bolts, as in the tension

zone of the bolted connections represented in Fig. 6 and 8.
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a) extended
end plate

Fig. 1

11

c) flange cleats d) web cleats

Beam-tu-1 section column minor-axis joints

b) flush
end plate

—i—
A section AA

Fig. 3. Local mechanism

Fig. 2. Beam-to-RHS
column joint

^ A section AA

Fig. 4. Global mechanism

2. Local failure

2.1 Flexural mechanisms

Basic failure mechanisms arc obtained by the Johansen yield line method, using log-spiral
fans in order to optimise the yield line pattern. The plastic
moment per unit length of yield line is given by

/,<„,= 0,25 tjj\. (1)

j\ yield stress; tw thickness of the column web).

-V-
• b H

I

Fig. 5. Yield line pattern
(Local mechanism)

In the flexural mechanisms, it is assumed that the plastic
moment is not reduced by the presence of shear force
perpendicular to the plane of the web; this reduction is
taken into account in section 2.3. The plastic failure load
associated to the optimised mechanism of Fig. 5, for F
acting on a rectangle bxc (loading case 1 is given by

F,,t Alt'n,,t
4 2c

1 + — cot0 + cot20H
it 7t(L-b))y
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where 9 is the solution of the equation
L-b cot9, and L d -l,5r.

For practical design puiposes it is desirable to make use of a simplified formula, explicit in
Fpl, which may be given by the approximate solution

4/r/;z, '
Ft*

l-

b_ 2c_

L kL
L

(2)

For the loading case 2 (e.g. Fig. 6), the mean diameter of the boll head, Fig. 7, is defined by

(3)(I dj

Fig. 6. Failure mechanism ofbolted connection

The yield line mechanism of Fig. 6 leads
to the plastic load

1h—cot 9 + cot2 9 ],
K

_
4 K,np)

L-b,

where a d,„ e

bx K + d,n l-e 2

and 9 is the solution of the equation

L-b,
— L'Ol II

2e2 cot 9

Instead of this complex system of
equations, the simplified formula (2) may
also be used for the evaluation of the
failure load in the tension zone, Fig. 8, if
this zone is replaced by an equivalent
rectangle with the dimensions:

—V—
b=b0+OSil,

\
boll
head

tension
zone

Ï
c=<-„+0,9d,„

1

Fig. 7. Bolt head (or nut)

compression zone

1

Fig. 8. Bolted connection
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b bu + 0,9dm

c c0+0,9dm'

The same formula (2) may therefore be used in the two loading cases.

2.2 Punching shear mechanisms

For the loading case 1 the punching perimeter is a rectangle with the dimensions bxc. The
punching load is then given by

2(b + c) v;,;, where vpl f„, fjV3. (5)

For the loading case 2 the punching of the column web around each boll head must be
checked. If there are n bolts in the tension zone, the punching load is given by

Fp„„a, nKd,„ V (6)

2.3 Combined flexurai and punching shear mechanisms

A combined flexurai and punching shear
mechanism presents not only flexurai yield
lines (thick lines in Fig. 9) but also punching
shear yield lines (dotted lines in Fig. 9).
Packer et al [2] proposed similar combined
failure modes using straight lines or circular
fans, instead of the optimised mechanism of
Fig. 9 that uses log-spiral fans.

The present solution also takes into account
that the plastic moment per unit length of
yield line is reduced by the presence of shear
when v (the shear force per unit length)

0.5 v„, v;,,

Fig. 9. Combined flexurai and punching shear Fig. 10. Interaction between m (moment)
failure and v (shearforce)
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exceeds 509f of v according lo the interaction diagram of Fig. 10. This provides a

refinement of the previous solution proposed by the authors [3J. In spite of the refinement, the

expression for the plastic load is presented in a simpler form (avoiding the iterative procedure
of the previous solution):

1,5 c x + A"
4

where: a L — b,

K -\jL(a + .v) + 2c

a + .v a/3 tu. (a + .v)
(7)

.v 0

a/3 t
.v — it + ~

^ V^ ^
if b —

if b - K

xu L — ] + 0,23 —( — ^
LJ L\L L-b

and b L 1 - 0,82-j + 2,8
LL

but b,„ > 0, (8)

Equation (7) provides an additional advantage with respect to the pervious solution [3]: it may
be applied in the full range 0 <b<L, instead of the previous constraint b < 0,8 L.

For the loading case 2 (bolted connections) the equivalent rectangle, defined by equation (4),

may be used.

2.4 Correction to take into account the difference between Johansen and Von Mises
yield criteria

The plastic failure loads obtained by the yield line method differ from the exact solutions
based on the Von Mises yield criterion. It was shown [5] that if (b + c)/L > 0,5 the optimised

yield line mechanisms provide an accurate solution. However, if (b-+c)/L < 0,5, the yield
line method overestimates the plastic load. The influence of the yield criteria on the plastic
load was evaluated by numerical simulations performed with the finite element program

FINELG [4] that uses the Von Mises yield criterion, instead
of the square yield criterion (Fig. 11) used in the Johansen

yield line method.

Final expressions for flexural mechanism as well as for
combined mechanism should then include a correction
factor k tha. multiplies Ecj. (2) or Eq.(7) in order to obtain
an accurate plastic load. The correction factor k may be

evaluated as [5]:

fl if (b + c)/L> 0,5
It H • (9)

/•ig. II. Yield criteria for plates [0,7 + 0,6 (b + c)/L if (b + c)/L< 0,5
(in I, m2 - principal moments)

m I

Johansen

Y
Von Mises

/ / I)!?

y<—---
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2.5 Comparison between the three modes of local failure

It is obvious that equations (7) and (2) are identical when x 0 (no punching), meaning that
the combined mechanism is transformed into the pure flexural mechanism. This occurs when
b < bm, where bm is the particular value of b that determines the boundary between the two
mechanisms. When b > bm equation (7) gives a plastic load always smaller than equation (2),
which means that equation (2) is useless.

The local failure mechanism is the mechanism associated to the lowest plastic load which is

then given by
Fi„.»i ^FQ2). (10)

The three modes of local failure are compared in Fig. 12 for a bolted connection with two
bolts in the tension zone, like that of Fig. 6. The bolted diameter is fixed to dm =0,1 C, and
from equation (4) the equivalent rectangle is defined by b bu + 0,09 L and c 0,09 L. Fig.
12 shows the variation of the failure load (thick line) as a function of b, representing the three
modes of failure.

Fig. 12. Comparison between the three modes of localfailure

3. Global failure *

The global failure load, for flexural mechanisms or for combined flexural and punching
mechanisms, may be evaluated as

_ kFQ2 (2b „ ^
Fsl„h„i —jr+'»„( (Y+k+2p} 11}

where FQ2 and k are given by equations (7) and (9), h is the distance between centres of
compression and tension zones, and p is given by
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p 1 ifOJ<-^-<lL-b
h A

p if 1< < 10
L-b L-b

Outside the range 0,7 <—-—< 1 equation (11) is no more valid. However it underestimates
L — b

the plastic load if the following values of p are assumed:

p l for —— < 0,7
L-b

p= 10 for —> 10

Global failure mechanisms involve both compression and tension zones, Fig. 4. These
mechanisms are assumed to be symmetrical with respect to a horizontal and to a vertical axis
in the plane of the column web. The horizontal symmetry is not an exact assumption when the
dimensions bxc of the compression zone are different from those of the tension zone, e.g.
Fig. 8. In this case equation (11) should be applied separately for each zone, leading to two
different loads, and the failure load will be an intermediate value. However the two zones are
often assumed to be equal (see section 4) and then equation (11) will be applied only once.

4. Ultimate moment

The ultimate moment is finally obtained by Mpl =/tx min(F;w.u/,FxWM,) where h is the
distance between centres of compression and tension zones. It may be assumed, in common
cases, that the beam only transmits moment to the column (no axial force in the beam) which
means that the compression and tension forces are equal. Referring to the connection in Fig.
8, the tension force is first evaluated and, as the compression force is equal to the tension
force, the dimension c of the compression zone will be determined in order to have the same
plastic load. As an alternative to this determination of h, a direct evaluation of this value may
be obtained by assuming that compression and tension zones have the same dimensions bxc

In some situations (e.g. Fig. 13), h, and b are known, but c is indeterminate. From the
condition of mpment maximisation with respect to c, the following c may be obtained:

c h,^0,S^ + O,if"-0',5) but 0<c< 0,5/t,.

5. Conclusions

The evaluation of the moment capacity of minor-axis joints is a complex task due to the large
number of failure modes of the column web. The proposed method, however, predicts these
failure modes with few expressions, easy to use by designers. Comparisons of theoretical
predictions with 12 experimental tests [6] and with a large number of numerical simulations
[7] confirm the accuracy of the analytical method. Details on the background of this method

may be found in [8],
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a) side view b) front view

Fig. 13. Joint with two beams one of each side of the column web
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Summary

To help practitioners to find the most economical design of braced frames, this paper proposes
a classification of joints in 'simple' (e.g. web cleated connections), 'moderate' (e.g. flush end

plated connections) and 'complex' (e.g. stiffened extended end plate connections) with respect
to the fabricational complexity (low, medium and high costs). Different types of joints are
classified into the three aforementioned classes in a table format. This enables a practitioner to

simply read the class of a given joint from the table, without calculation. For each class,
recommendations aie given what strength and what stiffness should be used during the

conceptual design stage of the frame. Furthermore, the paper shows that, during the final
design of the braced frame, the recommended stiffness values can be used safely without
further checks. In other words, there is no need to determine the 'actual' stiffness of the joint
during final design, which lightens the design task dramatically. What remains is a check of the

strength and, in case of plastic frame analysis, the rotation capacity.

A comparison of frame alternatives is included, which demonstrates that application of
moderate joints compared to simple joints may be economical due to saving in beam costs.

List of symbols

Ihtl is the effective width of the column web in compression;
fy is the yield strength;
ky is a stiffness factor dependent from the type of joint relative to the lever arm;
ky jut is a stiffness factor dependent on the 'actual' stiffness of a specific joint;
ky app is a stiffness factor dependent on the type of joint relative to the beam depth;
/„ is the beam span;
'n- is the column flange thickness;
fW.C is the column web thickness;
z is the distance between centre of compression and tension;
kv is a strength factor dependent on the type of joint relative to the lever arm;
à is the Young's modules;
Fc is the design capacity of the column web in compression;
/b is the moment of inertia of the beam;
MM is the design moment capacity of a joint;

is the initial stiffness;
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Sj act is the initial stiffness calculated according to Eurocode 3 or another design standard;
S, apP is the 'good guess' of the initial stiffness;

yMo is the partial safety factor for members.

1. Classification of joints with respect to fabricational complexity
Eurocode 3 fl] presents two classification schemes for the design of joints with respect to

strength and stiffness. For elastic frame analysis, the stiffness classification in 'nominally
pinned', 'semi rigid' and 'rigid' may be used. For plastic frame analysis, the strength
classification in 'nominally pinned', 'partial strength' and 'full strength' may be used.

Anderson et al. f2J demonstrated that braced trames with nominally pinned joints require
heavier beams than frames with semi rigid, partial strength joints. They may be economical due

to low fabricational costs of the joints. Dependent on beam span and fabricator, frames with
semi rigid, partial strength joints may also be economical. In that case the economy is achieved

by lower beam costs (despite higher costs for the joints). Frames ",:'h rigid and/or full strength
joints are uneconomical due to high fabricational costs of the stii.^.,^ joints.

Gibbons [3] showed that alternatives for braced frames can be distinguished in terms of
'simple', 'moderate' and 'complex' with respect to their fabricational complexity. In this paper,
we will use these terms in a classification system for joints. Possible economical solutions are
braced frames with simple joints or braced frames with moderate joints. Table 1 shows the link
between the classification with respect to the fabricational complexity and the Eurocode 3

classification. The grey cells in this table indicate the economical alternatives.

Tab. 1. Classification with respect to fabricational complexity compared to Eurocode 3

Classification with
respect to fabricational
complexity

Stiffness classification
according to Eurocode 3

Strength classification according
to Eurocode 3

1

Simple
'

Nominally pinned ; '* Nominally binned "

"Moderales-y- VI".- :Semi rigid (bat unsBjfened) - - Partial strength (but unstiffened) -

Complex Semi rigid (but stiffened) or
Rigid

Partial strength (but stiffened) or
Full strength

Table 2 shows how different types of joints are classified in simple, moderate and complex.
Simple joints are those types of joints which are traditionally treated as nominally pinned, for
example joints with flexible end plates, fin plates or web angle cleats. Moderate joints are for
example joints with end plates. Complex joints are welded joints and stiffened joints with end

plates. The welded joints have been shifted to the complex class, due to the costs of welding
on site. j

The background of the proposed classification is as follows. In various European countries,
traditionally, two parties are responsible for the dgsign of steel frames; the engineer designs the
beams and columns and the steel fabricator designs the joints. In this design practice, the

engineer specifies the mechanical requir ements of joints. The steel fabricator designs the joints
to fulfil these requirements. The fabricator also considers manufacturing aspects.
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[n this de,skin practice, the use of simple joints is favoured, because the engineer can design
beams and columns without knowledge of the lay out of the joints. The joints normally will be

designed in a subsequent step by the steel fabricator based on the results of the frame analysis.

Ideally, for moderate and complex joints, it would be best if beams, columns and joints are
designed by one single party (allowing the mechanical properties of the joints to be introduced
in the frame analysis). As explained before, this is not current practice. Therefore, there is a

need for simple design recommendations for engineers to assess the strength and stiffness
requirements of moderate joints. These requirements should allow a steel fabricator to design
economical joints.

In this paper, a proposal for the design recommendations is given. The scope of this paper is
restricted to European H and I sections. It is assumed that the beam depth is greater than or
equal to the column depth. Some further restrictions apply to end plated joints:
• a connection has two bolt rows in tension;
• the bolt diameter is approximately 1.5 times the thickness of the column flange;
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• the location of the bolt is close to the root radius of the column flange, the beam flange and
the web;

• the end plate thickness is similar to the column flange thickness.

In section 2, stiffness classification criteria are given to be used during clastic frame analysis.
Section 3 focuses on strength classification criteria for plastic frame analysis. In the last
section, a practical example demonstrates the benefits of the given recommendations.

2. Stiffness classification criteria

In this section, criteria are given as to what stiffness should be introduced in the frame analysis
for each class of joints (simple, moderate or complex). These criteria are based on the work of
Steenhuis, Gresnigt and Weynand in [4]. They presented a design method for elastic design
allowing the frame to be designed by an engineer and the (semi rigid) joints to be designed by a

steel fabricator. The design method is identical to the traditional design process for nominally
pinned or rigid joints, but:

• instead of assuming that a joint is nominally pinned or rigid, the initial stiffness of the joint is

assessed by means of a 'good guess'. For this 'good guess' only information is required
about the connected beam and column and an impression about the type of joint;

• the agreement between the 'good guess' and the 'actual' stiffness (the design initial
stiffness) of the joint needs to be verified. This is similar to the concept of checking that a

joint is rigid.

The 'good guess' can be made with the help of the following formula:
E z2 /re

"j-app — '

Factor kx can be read from table 3 for a limited number of joints.

Tab. 3. kx - factor for beam to column joints (taken from [4])

Single sided ky | Cruciform ky

1 1 13 \
1 7,5F 1

1 ' 14

- I I 8,5 " ' *
IT ^ i t- A 3

: !•> 3 r 1

v.
•

1 rk • J^ 1 ^J ji 5,5 0
'o V»'

In the case of braced frames, the agreement between the 'good guess' (Sj.opp) and the 'actual'
stiffness (Sj >w,) of the joint can be verified with:

c XSj,nn£/h 10 Sj.ann E lh
In case Sjapp < then

U)Elb + /b - 5ja,t _ g £ ^ ^ ^^ U)
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II' these requirements are fulfilled, the bearing capacity (column buckling load) of a frame with
joint stiffness 5| aL, will differ less than 5% from the same frame with joint stiffness 5,aPP. For
backgrounds to these formulae, we refer to [4],

In section 2.1 we will investigate whether instead of kx -factors for each type of joint, we then
can give kx -factors for each class of joint. We expect that this is possible due to the fact that
the response of braced frames is relatively insensitive to variations in stiffness.

2.1 Sensitivity of a braced frame to variations in stiffness

When we know i'j.app, boundaries for the allowed variation of Siivc, are given with equations (2)
and (3). We will now investigate whether these criteria can be presented in a managable
format, in order to draw some conclusions concerning the sensitivity of a braced frame to
variations in stiffness. For the sake of simplicity we only focus on the situation that Sj.;ipp <
8 E /i,

k
The approximate stiffness S, .,PI> can be determined with equation 1 ).We can remove e from this
equation by defining:

2

kx.
aPP — (4)

This yields to the following result:

_Eh£lu
^j.app ~ /, V-U

*\...pp
The expression for allowable variation in stiffness (equation (2)) can be rewritten as:

< TP < !^!

in i ^*act
v tt'c

10 + T r/h 8-7 r/b
Xx.app 'b ^x.app 'b

The frame response is sensitive to variations in joint stiffness when the beam is stocky. Hence
we take lb= 15 hh

8 kx ann 10

,n
15 /l|,3 ff.c - kx.ac. - 15 hh tfc (7)

10+~7 T~ 8"~r TXx.app 'b *x.app 'b

From formula (7) it appears that for small values of rfc, the frame is sensitive to variations in

£x.;iPP- We use l'h.,u 4 as a lower bound for frames with stocky beams and slender columns.
* b

This leads to:
0,8 Äx.app - 6 < kx.K, < 1,25 /:x.llpp + 7,5 (8)

if ^'x.app s 7,5, the joint is rigid. Figure 1 shows this expression in a graphical form. From this
graph, we can conclude that the response of a braced frame is insensitive to variations in
stiffness of the joints. For example, if kIapp 13, the 'actual' stiffness may be up to 13/23.75
0.55 times lower and up to 13/4,4 2,95 times higher. The value A'x

app
13 corresponds for

example to a joint with an extended end plate (single sided). This enormous variation is despite
the worst case assumptions we did when deriving the relation between kx,,PP and kx;lct.
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'Siapp

Fig. 1. kx x, as function from kx :,w

Since variations in stiffness have such a limited influence on the frame behaviour, stiffness
criteria can be given as in table 4, where different types of joints are grouped in three classes.

The chosen stiffness for each class of joints is rather low for two reasons:
• the moments found during elastic analysis will be lower. Therefore there is more chance to

find an economical solution;
• when the 'actual' stiffness is higher than the 'good guess', deformations will be smaller and

the frame bearing capacity (column buckling load) will be higher. This is on die safe side.

Tab. 4. Stiffness classification of joints in braced frames for predesign
Class Single sided Cruciform

S: Si

Simple 0 0

Moderate E ff.c E hf tu
22 13

Complex E //„: tu
11

L h\~ t(,c

6.5

If the approximate stiffness ^.„pp (adopted in the frame analysis) is low compared to the
'actual' stiffness Sjaci, the joints should have sufficient rotational capacity to allow for some
plasticity. Eurocode 3 [ 1 ] gives some guidance. As a general rule, we recommend to design the
welds for the full moment capacity of the joints. For an end plate or a column flange in
bending, yielding of the plate or flange is the preferred failure mode.

2.2 Need for stiffness verifications

Now we will investigate whether there is a need to verify the agreement between the stiffness
design recommendations given in table 4 and the 'actual' stiffness.

In this verification we used information from design tables [5, 6] according to Eurocode 3.

Types of joints investigated are:
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single sided flush end plate joints, see figure 2;

single sided extended end plate joints, see figure 3;
cruciform extended end plate joints, see figure 4;
cruciform welded joints, see figure 5.
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Fig. 2. Single sided flush end plate joints
(moderate)
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Fig 4. Cruciform extended end plate joints
(moderate)
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Single sided extended end plate
(moderate)
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Cruciform welded joints complex)

Figures 2 to 5 show each four lines:

• ' F. This line represents the case that 5j.app equals 5,.«;
• 'SJAPPSJ'. This line represents Sj.app divided by SjM-,

8 5 Fl• 'SJLOWSJ'. This line represents the lower bound for the 'actual' stiffness F
b

1U th /b «Jj.app'b

divided by 5^. For the lower bound, see equation (2) and (3);

• 'S.IUPPSJ'. This line represents the upper bound for the 'actual' stiffness
ö E lb - Oj.app'b

or °o) divided by S>M. For the upper bound, see equation (2) or (3).

The approximate stiffness .S^p is calculated according to table 4 and the 'actual' stiffness 5j.net

is read from the design tables [ 5. 6], "l lie horizontal axis represents the different joints in
consecutive order. Conservatively it is assumed that the beam span is 15 times the beam depth.

It appears in all cases that none of the lower bounds is crossing the line '1'. Only few joints
touch the upper bound, which means that possibly an additional safety of 5% has been
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achieved in these cases. It can be concluded that the classification scheme can be used without
formal check of the stiffness.

3. Strength Classification criteria

In section 2 we introduced stiffness criteria for a classification system for joints in braced

trames with respect to the fabricational complexity. This system consists of stiffness
recommendations for different classes of joints to be adopted during frame analysis. It is
suitable for elastic frame analysis.

When adopting plastic frame analysis or when verifying the strength of joints after elastic

analysis has been carried out, it could be helpful for a designer to have a quick impression of
the moment capacity of different joint types. In analogy to the prediction formula for stil lness

|4), a formula can be derived to make a first approximation of the joint strength. This formula
has the form:

A7k<j kyf z tu' / Tkio W
Factoi Av is dépende..L on the type of failure expected in the joint. For an unstiffened single
sided joint, this is for example column web in shear, for an unstiffened cruciform joint, this is

for example column web in compression or tension. It is assumed that bolt failure or end plate
in bending is not the governing failure mode in the joint.

Determination of Ay, see also [4], for a joint failing due to column web in compression:
fv K\< A,, e _/v 12 lu 0.6 r,c z

^
7,2/v e t(f

)Vio

: tu~ / Ymo) for a number of joints

A7kj ~ F.. e :

Tmo )VIO ?MO

rl he value of ky has been determined by calculating MRJ / (fy
from the design tables [5. 6|. This has been reported in figures 6 and 7. The joints selected in
figure 6 fail due to shear of the column web. The joints selected in figure 7 fail due to column
web in compression. We choose: ky 5 (single sided joint) and ky 7 (cruciform joint).

(10)

>y"

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
joint numlK r

Fig 6. Unstiffened extended end plate
joints failing in shear

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
joint number

Fig 7. Unstiffened welded joints failing in
compression or tension

For two reasons, the approximation formula for strength is not as accurate as the stiffness
formula. Firstly, there is the direct impact of the strength of the joint on the frame behaviour.
Secondly, the formula is based on a specific failure mode (e.g. column web in shear) of the

joint. In reality, another failure mode may govern the joint behaviour. Therefore, the

approximation formula can only be used in a first design step. Strength verifications according
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to the code alwa\ s have to he carried out after a joint has been designed. We present design
recommendations in table 5. With the help of this table, a designer can quickly check whether a

certain solution runs into costs.

Tab. 5. Strength recommendations for joints in braced frames during predesign.
Class Single Sided Cruciform

A/kii

Simple I) 0

Moderate < 5 f z tf," / Aw — 7/v z 'ft" Aw
Complex >5fvztu2 / >7 /,: t,.2 / Ymq

4. Example

In this example, the difference in costs between two frames has been determined. It concerns a
frame with simple joints and a frame with moderate joints. Figure 8 shows the lay out of the

frames. In the frame with simple joints, web angle cleat connections have been adopted. In the
frame with moderate joints, full depth end plates have been used, sec figure 9. Full details of
the design are given in [7],

i i i 1 1 1 i t i
IPG "500 (simple)
IPG 270 (moderate)

1 4 A i i i i t i

i i i i i i i i i
Il'f ">50 (simple)
ii'L 500 (moderate) I1I.220A

4,5 m

Fig S. Geometry offrante

I
"

I

=1 f=

j
IPG

SOOj

I 1=

Fig 9. Simple and moderate joints

Table 6 gives the cost breakdown in Dutch guilders for 5 frames. It can be concluded from the
table the total costs of the frames with moderate joints are lower than the costs of the simple
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frames. Despite higher fabricational costs, this is due to materials savings, lower assemblage

costs and savings in anti corrosion measures.

Tab. 6. Costs comparison offrantes, (in guilders)
Category Simple Moderate Simple compared to moderate

Material 65.724 54.791 120%

Production 12.103 17.278 70%
Anti Corrosion 19.520 18.192 104%

Assemblage 16.800 12.800 131%

Engineering 6.124 7.164 85%

Unforeseen (10%) 12.027 11.022

total 132.298 121.247 109%

Conclusions

Joints in braced frames can be classified in terms of simple, moderate and complex with respect
to fabricational aspects. For these classes, we established design recommendations for both
stiffness and strength. These recommendations can be used during frame design. For stiffness,
values aie given to be introduced in the frame analysis. These values are in good agreement
with the 'actual' stiffness of joints from a certain class. For strength, simple criteria have been

derived to find out in what class specific joints will fall.
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